Insulation Testers
All 16th Edition
meters come with this
rugged fabric carry
case.

The New 16th Edition (BS 7671) testers from Martindale give high quality,
accurate testing at low costs. These British made meters comply fully with UK
and international standards BS 7671 (16th Edition) and BS EN 61557. The range
has a low cost 500V insulation tester and a competitively priced 250/500/1000V
tester as well as economical Loop and RCD testers.

IN2001

The IN2001 insulation tester is amazing value

IN2001: insulation test at 500V.

for money. You can now do 16th Edition
testing with the proper equipment at very low

0-200Ω continuity range (buzz < 1Ω),
0.01Ω resolution

cost.

0-100MΩ

With an automatic zero adjust feature to
remove the resistance of the leads, you are
guaranteed fast, accurate continuity testing.

500V AC range
Complies with BS EN 61010, BS EN
61557 & BS 7671 (16th Edition)
Dimensions: 190 x 90 x 54mm

A major advantage of this design is that you

Replacement leads - order code: TL47

can set the test button to be either latching to

Optional fused test leads - order code:
TL57

give a permanent output or ‘press to test’
with the option of switching between these
two ways of working at any time. A
professional

product

for

Supplied with batteries, instructions,
quality case and leads

professional

electricians!

IN2003

The IN2003 insulation and continuity tester
gives 250, 500 & 1000V tests.

IN2003: insulation test at 250 / 500 /
1000V

The top of the range IN2003 insulation tester

0-200Ω continuity range (buzz < 1Ω),
0.01Ω resolution

comes with all the facilities you need to do

0-100MΩ (500V) 0-200MΩ (1000V).

professional testing. With an automatic zero
adjust feature to remove the resistance of the
leads, you are guaranteed fast, accurate
continuity testing. The three test voltages
allow you to carry out the widest range of

500V AC range
Complies with BS EN 61010, BS EN
61557 & BS 7671 (16th Edition)
Dimensions: 190 x 90 x 54mm

testing.

Replacement leads - order code: TL47

A major advantage of this design is that you

Optional fused test leads - order code:
TL57

can set the test button to be either latching to
give a permanent output or ‘press to test’

Supplied with batteries, instructions,
quality case and leads.

with the option of switching between these
two ways of working at any time. A professional
product for professional electricians!
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